ING_NI_EO

TASK II: INTERACTION
11. CANDIDATE A
•

In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with
the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary
situation.

•

In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below
and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation.
Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going.

•

Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level

•

The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

FRENCH CONNECTION

You are planning to improve your French in Lyon. You can speak
just enough French to get by, but need to practise your speaking skills. You would like to find
a summer job as it is a good way to do this.

A friend has agreed to go with you to Lyon but (s)he might have something else in mind.

Try to convince him/her that this is the best way to learn basic French quickly without
spending too much money. These are some arguments you may want to use:
- make a bit of money as you learn
- contact with native speakers
- valuable job experience
- similar to other European languages – easy to pick up
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ING_NI_EO

TASK II: INTERACTION
11. CANDIDATE B
•

In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with
the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary
situation.

•

In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below
and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation.
Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going.

•

Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level

•

The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

FRENCH CONNECTION

You don’t speak a word of French, and you need to learn the basics of this language. You
would liketo enroll on an intensive course and then perhaps stay on for a few weeks.

A friend has agreed to go with you to Lyon but (s)he might have other ideas.

Try to convince him/her to do the course with you and then stay a bit
longer visiting the area. These are some arguments you may want to
use:
- good to learn from professionals
- meet people from other countries
- a real holiday – not just studying
- really interesting places to visit in the area – wonderful cuisine –
excellent wines
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